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Letter from the Chair 

Dear Delegates, 

Welcome to the IAEA! I am so excited to be your chair and guide you through a fun day                   

of debate. My name is Emily Allyson. I am a sophomore at GW and am studying International                 

Affairs and Arabic. I am a member of GW’s MUN team and have been participating in MUN for                  

the past six years of my life. Some of my hobbies include exploring DC (I am originally from                  

New Hampshire), eating at Panera, and watching Game of Thrones.  

Both of these topics are near and dear to my heart as I have debated them many times in                   

my own MUN career. During debate we will choose ONE topic to discuss. This will be chosen at                  

the beginning of the first committee session after some debate, so have in mind which topic you                 

would like to discuss.  

Position papers should be about a page long and include discussions on both topics              

including a background on the topic, your country policy, and some possible solutions or points               

you think will be crucial to debate. I am very excited to meet you all, watching you grow as                   

delegates, and see what great solutions and debate you can create to these complex issues. See                

you soon! 

 

Emily Allyson 

Chair of IAEA 
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Topic 1: Nuclearization of North Korea 

Introduction to Topic 

North Korea (DPRK) is a country riddled with contradictions: a hermit kingdom trailing             

far behind its neighbors in development, yet armed to the teeth with one of the world’s largest                 

military arsenals. It is a nation devoted to self-sufficiency, yet relies on Chinese aid for survival.                

Clearly, North Korea is a very special state with very special priorities. First among these               

priorities is defense. The DPRK operates the fourth-largest standing army on Earth, all under the               

close control of Supreme Leader Kim Jong-un, grandson of the DPRK’s founder, Kim Il-sung.              

Though a relatively young man, Kim Jong-un has taken an active interest in guiding the military                

affairs of North Korea, including, of course, the keystone of North Korea’s defense strategy:              

nuclear deterrence.  

North Korea knows that with very few exceptions, they are alone in the world. The               

massive power of the United States is never far from the mind of the Supreme Leader, who is                  

keenly aware that in a conventional military engagement against America and its allies, North              

Korea would stand hardly a chance of survival. Because of this, he’s placed the hopes of his                 

hermit kingdom into the ultimate gambit – using nuclear weapons as a bargaining chip against               

the United States. Having inherited a nuclear program from his father and grandfather, the              

current leader has continued to expand the capacity of the North Korean nuclear program. With               

nuclear non-proliferation as a key priority of liberal democracies throughout the world, the             

possession of a growing nuclear program by the DPRK remains a flashpoint for the international               

community. 
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Historical Background 

The North Korean nuclear program began in earnest with the opening of the Yongbyon              

Nuclear Scientific Research Center in 1962, and Yongbyon remains the main nuclear facility in              

the country today. Though small, this facility gradually developed throughout the 60’s and 70’s.              

By the 1980’s, Yongbyon had evolved to include a graphite-moderated reactor capable of using              

plutonium. Despite this, in 1985 the country officially signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty,            

declaring its opposition to the spread of nuclear weapons, and asserting that their own nuclear               

program was aimed solely at civil energy production. 

In 1992, North Korea allowed an IAEA team to access Yongbyon for the first time to                

check that the DPRK was following the agreed-upon rules set by the Non-Proliferation Treaty.              

Shockingly, the IAEA inspectors found massive inconsistencies between the official statements           

of the North Korean government and what they saw on the ground at Yongbyon; they quickly                

concluded that there was a high probability that North Korea was secretly reprocessing the spent               

fuel from their plutonium-based civil reactor into weapons-grade plutonium. This sparked a            

global reaction, with IAEA Director-General’s claim that the IAEA could not offer "any             

meaningful assurances" that North Korea is not producing nuclear weapons, prompting           

aggressive calls for action from Western governments along with Western allies in Asia. By              

1994, this pressure resulted in the signing of the “Agreed Framework” by the Kim regime and                

the Clinton administration. Under the terms of this deal, North Korea would freeze all plutonium               

production and commit to eventually dismantling its current nuclear facilities in exchange for             

shipments of fuel oil, economic aid, and assistance in building two modern light-water nuclear              

power plants, which are less dangerous from a proliferation standpoint. 
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The ink on the Agreed Framework was hardly dry before Pyongyang began to blatantly              

ignore it. The Yongbyon facility remained intact, scientists continued to reprocess nuclear            

material into weapons-grade plutonium, and each year, North Korea came closer to possessing a              

function nuclear weapon. In 2006, that decades-old dream became a reality. On a cold October               

day in the north of the DPRK, international observers detected seismic and radioactive output              

indicating that for the first time, North Korea had detonated a nuclear bomb. The explosion itself                

was tiny by nuclear weapon standards, and was perhaps a failure, yet the fact that a test had                  

happened at all sent the world into a fresh round of panic. The Agreed Framework had failed, the                  

Non-Proliferation Treaty had failed – North Korea had the nuclear bomb. 

The Six-Party Talks that immediately followed failed to make progress towards a            

denuclearized Korea. By 2003, they announced their intent to withdraw from the            

Non-Proliferation Treaty, which they would follow through on. In following years, North Korea             

would continue to make strides in nuclear engineering. Their first test in 2006 may have been a                 

failure, but by their sixth test in 2017, the explosion was measured to be 250 kilotons, and                 

Pyongyang claimed it had been the result of a hydrogen bomb. Additionally, the DPRK has               

quickly developed longer-range delivery systems for these weapons. A nuclear bomb is useless             

without the means to launch it, and North Korea today has the capacity to hit targets in Japan, the                   

United States and others (though accuracy is likely low). Talks held in recent years between Kim                

Jong-un, South Korean President Moon Jae-in and US President Donald Trump initially sparked             

hope that some sort of agreement on denuclearization could be reached, but by late 2019, those                

hopes seem to be dashed. 
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Current Issues  

The Yongbyon facility, amongst others, remains running, and North Korea operates a            

fully functional nuclear weapons program. With each passing year their nuclear bombs become             

more powerful, and with each year their delivery systems gain range and accuracy. Additionally,              

hopes that the regime itself would collapse under the weight of its own tyranny have proven                

naive. The Kim regime today is as entrenched as ever. 

For North Korea, nuclear weapons are the ultimate deterrent. Pyongyang is aware that in              

a conventional war, the United States and its allies would sweep their outdated military away,               

and so nuclear defense remains the keystone of their strategic thinking. For Kim Jong-un, a               

denuclearized North Korea is a North Korea at the mercy of hostile powers. This makes               

negotiating the removal of nuclear weapons incredibly difficult. If the IAEA hopes to resolve              

this crisis, they will need to seek creative approaches to avoid the past mistakes of the Agreed                 

Framework, Six-Party Talks, and more recent attempts at diplomacy.  

 

Bloc Positions 

While the vast majority of the world remains committed to a denuclearized Korea, the              

degree to which countries are willing to infringe on the DPRK’s sovereignty to achieve a nuclear                

weapons-free peninsula varies greatly. For many of North Korea’s closer partners, especially the             

People’s Republic of China, concerns about nuclear weapons are secondary to the need to protect               

the DPRK’s sovereignty in the face of American pressure. On the opposite end of the spectrum,                

countries like Japan who are both hostile to North Korea and within close range of Pyongyang’s                

missiles take an even firmer stance than the United States. Within South Korea itself, opinions               
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vary between hardline anti-North conservatives and a liberal wing more open to engaging the              

North in discussion.  

 

Important Questions 

1. With North Korea as a non-signatory to the Non-Proliferation Treaty, what role is there              

for international bodies in resolving this crisis? 

2. Is a nuclear-armed North Korea acceptable? Should it be tolerated and dealt with as a               

valid nuclear power? 

3. Since nuclear weapons are so central to North Korea’s defense strategy, can they be              

convinced to give up these weapons? If they can, how? 

4. The North Korea issue involves more than just North Korea; it involves America, China,              

Japan and others. How can other countries in the region play a role in resolving the                

crisis? 
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Topic 2: Nuclear Energy 

Introduction to Topic 

Climate change, pollution and dangerous dependency on fossil fuels are pushing           

humanity to the brink of catastrophe. This is widely known, yet finding workable solutions has               

shown itself to be no easy task. Forms of clean energy, whether solar, wind-based, or otherwise,                

simply aren’t economically competitive enough to squeeze fossil fuels out of energy markets             

worldwide. There are issues of efficiency in storing the power, issues of start-up costs, and a host                 

of other problems plaguing mankind’s efforts to build a cleaner world. This is the conventional               

story told about clean energy today, and yet it often leaves out a key fact: nuclear power is a                   

fully-developed, highly-efficient and surprisingly safe form of energy capable of powering the            

world’s cities and towns at little cost to the environment. Research has repeatedly shown that               

nuclear power holds some of the highest efficiency outputs of any power source, and unlike solar                

or wind-based power, the technology has been perfected for decades. 

The first downside that comes to mind is safety. The public imagination is held captive               

by images of Chernobyl, Three Mile Island and Fukushima. The average citizen is more likely to                

see each atom of clean energy as a potential mushroom cloud than as the salvation of global                 

energy markets. Though nuclear safety today is highly advanced, these issues of public             

opposition are real indeed. Additionally, there are issues surrounding the high initial cost of              

opening a reactor, especially considering the limited resources of developing countries, and how             

best to dispose of nuclear waste. If one thing is clear, it’s that nuclear energy is perhaps                 

mankind’s best shot at a clean and sustainable world in the short-term, but the problems facing                

the nuclear industry are still quite real.  
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Historical Background 

The first nuclear power plant was opened in 1954. Since this time both nuclear              

technology and nuclear energy have become increasingly valuable and present in our world. In              

the current global energy crisis, brought on by climate change, countries have begun to look to                

nuclear energy as an efficient and sustainable energy source that actually produces more energy              

than many other vastly used options. However, one cannot get something for nothing. Nuclear              

energy comes with baggage: radioactive waste. Radioactive waste occurs when nuclear           

technology is used to make energy. This waste must be properly disposed of; failure to do so can                  

in the short term cause radiation sickness and in the long term can cause cancer to civilians                 

exposed as well as pollute soil and water. As the use of nuclear energy continues to rise,                 

especially in developing countries, the amount of waste increases as well, and this can create               

many problems for civilian safety and the environment.  

Though nuclear energy only creates a small amount of waste, it is radioactive. This              

means that, depending on its radioactivity, it must be disposed of in a certain way. There are two                  

types of nuclear waste: Low-level waste (LLW) that comes from hospitals or factories, and              

high-level waste (HLW) that comes from burning uranium in a reactor. LLW does not require               

disposal; however, HLW does. HLW has to be shielded and cannot be exposed to humans and                

other living things. Then it has to be cooled. This shielding can be by water, concrete, steel, or                  

other dense material, and the cooling can be done by air or water. This disposal process can take                  

many years, so a permanent place for waste is needed, preferably at a safe distance from centers                 

of population. However, far-away dumpsites can still be prone to leaks due to natural disaster.  
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In the past there have also been severe nuclear disasters such as Chernobyl in Ukraine               

and Fukushima in Japan. In both of these instances human error and lack knowledge about the                

nuclear power plants caused many deaths of civilians due to radiation – nearly 30,000 at               

Chernobyl and 570 at Fukushima. It is not that power plants are inherently unsafe, but instead                

that human error on the part of workers, and outdated decades-old plant technology can cause               

catastrophic failures at nuclear power plants. 

The UN has neglected discussions, acts, conventions or treaties regarding nuclear energy            

or radioactive waste due to its status as a new form of energy having just recently emerged in the                   

last century. Nuclear waste used to be disposed of depending on the scenario, but slowly               

restrictions on the disposal of the waste increased, starting with the Convention on the              

Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, passed in 1972, which               

banned the dumping of nuclear waste at sea. In 2001, the Joint Convention on the Safety of                 

Spent Fuel Management and Safety of Radioactive Waste Management came into effect, aiming             

to establish norms and safety standards in spent fuel, including ideas for new safety provisions.  

 

Current Issues  

The 21st century has also brought new twists with nuclear energy. It has been found that                

nuclear technology similar to that of nuclear weapons can be used in the nuclear power plants.                

Because of this, many nations believe it is their sovereign right to obtain this technology, while                

nuclear weapon states are worried these other nations can convert this technology into weaponry.              

Do we really want to give every country technology that could possibly be used to make                

weapons of mass destruction? Furthermore, having this information more accessible may make it             
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easier for violent non-state actors to obtain it and create nuclear weapons. Additionally, a main               

worry is that developing countries may not have the technology or resources to have nuclear               

power plants. Finally, while nuclear energy seems to be a viable and long-term source of             

energy, there is a limited amount of uranium existing in the world, as it is a non-renewable                 

resource. Because of this, delegates must consider other options for nuclear energy and systems              

of effectively and safely using nuclear energy, so as to preserve the world’s stores of uranium.  

 

Bloc Positions 

Developing Nations 

Many developing countries hope to have their own nuclear energy facilities. It is the              

state’s own duty to safely take all measures needed to ensure the safety of nuclear power plants.                 

Developing countries argue for all countries’ rights to have a nuclear energy plant as it can be                 

extremely helpful for energy infrastructure and economic stimulation. However, these plants           

must be guaranteed to be safe, and developing nations may not have the resources to ensure that                 

fatal accidents will not occur. In response to past nuclear accidents, Nigeria emphasizes the need               

to improve national, regional and international preparedness in order to promptly and effectively             

respond to nuclear accidents. This would mean more regulations on countries with nuclear power              

plants as well as better surveillance of these energy facilities. Additionally developing countries             

are focused on the enforcement of the disposal of radioactive waste, as they do not wish to                 

endure the result of nuclear waste and radiation by developed countries. 

Developed Nations 
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Developed countries believe that only they should have access to nuclear energy. There             

is a high amount of fear that developing nations are unable to safely use nuclear energy. The                 

technology and intelligence for nuclear energy is in the hands of the developed countries and               

they are reluctant to hand the information over to developing nations. In this committee their               

main goal will be for the safety of their own nuclear power plants, the security of this technology                  

and the safe disposal of radioactive waste.  

 

Important Questions 

1. Should all countries have access to nuclear energy? 

2. Is nuclear energy safe? If not, how can we make it safe? 

3. What kinds regulation does your country believe are necessary for safe use of nuclear              

energy? 

 

Useful Resources 

❖ https://www.nti.org/learn/countries/north-korea/ 

❖ https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1019542 

❖ https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/npt/ 

❖ https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/northkoreaprofile 

❖ https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/atomic-energy/index.html 

❖ https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/ga11972.doc.htm 

❖ http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/radi

oactive-waste-management.aspx  

https://www.nti.org/learn/countries/north-korea/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/09/1019542
https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/npt/
https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/northkoreaprofile
https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/atomic-energy/index.html
https://www.un.org/press/en/2017/ga11972.doc.htm
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/radioactive-waste-management.aspx
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-wastes/radioactive-waste-management.aspx

